
UPCOMING NEWS
Little time remains toLittle time remains to
the semester, but see thethe semester, but see the
great activities we havegreat activities we have
yet planned!yet planned!
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IN THIS MONTH'S ISSUE:IN THIS MONTH'S ISSUE:

 CULTURAL VISITS 
& TRIPS

STUDENT CORNER
"A Semester I Never Want to 
End",  by University of Hawaii 
at Manoa student, Victoria Miranda. 

To view all of our student blogs, visit: ics-seville.org/blogs.

EXTRACURRICULAR
ACTIVITIES
Learn about our cooking
classes of two of Spain's
most iconic classics: La
Tortilla Española, or the
Spanish Potato Omelette,
and Fruity Sangría. 

See pictures from our last tour
of the semester at Seville's Fine
Arts museum.

CULTURAL VISITS 

Discover all about our day
trip to the breathtaking
cities of Granada and
Córdoba. 

TRIPS IN ANDALUCÍA 

https://ics-seville.org/blogs/


STUDENT CORNER:  Victoria Miranda (University of Hawaii at Manoa)

A Semester I Never 
Want to End
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In the old town of Seville

In the Fine Arts Museum with Prof. Lanzona

I don’t want to think time got the best of me here, but I am truly

shocked looking at my calendar and seeing December dates. Loosing

track of time is a tell-tale sign that I have truly been enjoying myself,

but also made these three months feel way too short. November was

filled with beautiful trips around Spain including Granada and

Cordoba, many cathedrals and museums, and weather a little colder

than I prepared myself for.

The following weekend included

a visit to Seville's Fine Arts

Museum, housing centuries of

history and beauty. The visit was

amazing and completed with a

guided tour from Professor

Popovic.  I can’t believe it was our

last art visit guided by her

because I have gotten so used to

her enthusiasm of art, always

accompanied by her jokes. 

Our trip to Granada is fighting Morocco for my favorite that we have

been on. Shadowed by mountains, the city feels almost frozen in time

from the departure of Islam in Spain, but still balanced with the

homey Spanish feel and a bonus of free tapas after 8 pm. The trip also

included a visit to the beautiful Alhambra palace from where we

could see the entire city, including the walls of the ancient city. At the Alhambra palace with my friend Giada

Our month started off with a visit to the gorgeous Cathedral of

Seville, a perfect tie-in to both my Art of Spain and Women and

Revolution of Spain classes at ICS. Although Spain’s art is much too

rich for me to claim myself an expert, I feel a little more connected to

these places now; I am able to tie specific artists, time periods, and

stories to everything we see, from the Patron Saints of the city, Justa

and Rufina, to Gothic architecture. 

The domed ceiling of the Fine Arts Museum



The last two weeks here are going to be incredibly bittersweet. As

an avid over-planner and lover of travel there have been few to no

experiences in my life that have met and exceeded my expectations,

but Spain has in every way. Studying abroad was a distant dream of

mine for more years than I can count. Realizing that it is over feels

somewhat akin to the last few weeks of High School, where you

become aware of how fast time passes and how much you’re going

to miss certain people and places that have become part of your

everyday routine.

STUDENT CORNER. Part II. 

A Semester I Never Want to End
By Victoria Miranda 
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Our last school trip of the semester was to Córdoba,

another one of my favorite Spanish cities we have

seen. The former Mosque/converted Cathedral is

definitely the famed highlight of the city and even

more remarkable than any pictures show. The

entrance of the building takes you into the area built in

8th Century and as you walk through the temple, each

section progresses a century. It feels like traveling

through time, each century represented by the fading

colors of the red bricks.  

Group shot in  Córdoba 

The Great Mosque of Córdoba 

Right now, it feels like there’s a lot hanging in the air:

Papers to finish for school, final trips for the semester,

feelings of accomplishment for everything we did, and

maybe even a little grief about leaving. We are all

scrambling to make the last couple of weeks here as

memorable as possible, which isn’t too difficult with

everything coming up. With a second trip to Morocco

booked, secret Santa with all of ICS, and an end of the

semester party, there is still so much to look forward

to. I just hope it doesn't all pass too quickly!

Touring the town  of Córdoba 
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VISITING A CITY RICH
C U L T U R A L  V I S I T SC U L T U R A L  V I S I T S

Considered the most important art museum of

Spain after El Prado, this beautiful 16th

Century former monastery houses Spanish

visual arts from the medieval period to the

early 20th Century, including a choice selection

of works by artists from the Golden Age of

Sevillian painting of the 17th Century. 

THE FINE ARTS MUSEUMTHE FINE ARTS MUSEUM

G U I D E D  T O U R  B YG U I D E D  T O U R  B Y   
P R O F E S S O RP R O F E S S O R

  D U D A  P O P O V I CD U D A  P O P O V I C
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IN HISTORY

Click on photo to see video 

Click on photos to see full picture album

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.5717452761631447&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.5717452761631447&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.5717452761631447&type=3
https://www.youtube.com/shorts/b2Sw0k1ZGlI


VISIT TO CÓRDOBA 

We spent the day visiting the

ancient Muslim Mosque with

a Renaissance Cathedral in the

center, and the medieval

Jewish quarters in one of the

most charming towns of Spain.

Click on photos to see full picture album

Al-Andalus in its heyday of glory 
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Click on photo to see video 

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.5744136632296393&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.5744136632296393&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.5744136632296393&type=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-9t2G1GoVec


VISIT TO GRANADA 
The last vestiges of Al-Andalus 

In Granada we toured a most

compelling city of serene

Islamic architecture and Arab-

flavored street life at the foot

of the Sierra Nevada.

Click on photos to see full picture album
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Click on photo to see video 

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.5700069866703070&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.5700069866703070&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.5700069866703070&type=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZI_eIgOT18U
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Click on photos to see full picture album

THANKSGIVING
And what a wonderful evening 

of thanks we had!

A delicious All-
American

Thanksgiving dinner
in the best of

company!

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.5738571612852895&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.5738571612852895&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.5738571612852895&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.5738571612852895&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.5738571612852895&type=3


SPANISH
 COOKING 

CLASS
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Click on photos to see full picture album

This month our
cooking class was
dedicated to two

more Spanish classics:
La Tortilla Española,
or the Spanish Potato
Omelette, and Fruity

Sangría. 
Click on photo to see video 

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.5725891270787596&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.5725891270787596&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.5725891270787596&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.5725891270787596&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.5686344744742249&type=3
https://www.youtube.com/shorts/1zm33drn6_8


WORLD CUP
Win or lose, Spain has the best aficionados in the ICS students & staff!

SPAIN VS. COSTA RICA

In an epic game
Spain scored seven 
 goals against Costa

Rica!

After a tie of 1 - 1 with Germany
Spain played against Japan and
suffered an unexpected loss of 2
-1.  Spirits were still high among
our supporters!

And while our group got together to
support the Spanish team, how could
we do anything less for USA?  Neither
team made it to the finals but how
much fun did we have while it lasted?

SPAIN VS. JAPAN 

USA VS. WALES 
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c/ Porvenir, 15 , 41013 Seville , Spain
Phone: (+34) 95-423-3838

Email: info@ics-seville.org

 UPCOMING AT THE ICS 

Follow us to stay updated and visit our website
to learn more about our programs!

Sahara desert. 
During a long holiday
weekend most of our

students will be traveling to
the Sahara desert with the

We Love Spain student
travel agency! 

Christmas/
Farewell party. 

All of us at the ICS  look
forward to sending off our
students with a memorable

and truly fun party 

https://www.facebook.com/The-International-College-of-Seville-588516861191755/photos/
https://twitter.com/ICS_Seville
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCCH9P692QasowLUJjHBWHaA
https://www.instagram.com/ics_seville/

